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Muon tomography using micromegas detectors: From Archaeology to nuclear safety
applications
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Commissariat à l’Énergie Atomique et aux Énergies Alternatives (CEA), Centre de Saclay, IRFU, 91191 Gif-sur-Yvette, France

Abstract

Muon tomography, or muography, stands out as a non-invasive technique for the scanning of big objects internal structure. It
relies on the measurement of the direction changes or absorption of atmospheric muons when crossing the studied object. For
the first case, the trajectory reconstruction of muons upstream and downstream the object, provides information to generate its 3D
density map. For bigger objects, a 2D map can be obtained by measuring the absorption for different incident directions. Proposed
several decades ago, the performance achieved in particle detectors in the last years, specially in terms of stability, robustness and
precision, has enlarged the possible applications of this technique.

Bulk Micromegas represent a well-known technology suitable for the construction of muon telescopes based on these detectors.
Thus autonomous and portable instruments have been conceived and constructed at Commissariat à l’Énergie Atomique et aux
Énergies Alternatives (CEA), being able to perform measurements in-situ, next to the studied objects. Furthermore, a Geant4-based
simulation framework, capable to handle 3D models of the studied objects, is also being implemented to be used as support tool
during the feasibility studies and for data analysis and results interpretation.
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1. Introduction1

Soon after the discovery of muons produced at the Earth’s2

atmosphere by cosmic rays [1, 2, 3], the idea to use them as3

scanning method of big structures, the so-called muon tomogra-4

phy or muography, was proposed [4]. This technique leverages5

the capability of cosmic muons to pass through hundred me-6

ters or even kilometres with an attenuation or trajectory devia-7

tion mainly related to the length of matter traversed along their8

path and its corresponding density [5]. The so-called transmis-9

sion muography relies on the well-known radiography concept10

(widely used, for example, in medicine with X-rays). In princi-11

ple, the attenuation of the muon flux crossing the studied object12

is related to the opacity of material (average density × path-13

length) encountered by muons before their detection. Studying14

all the directions for which muons go through this object, it is15

possible to obtain its 2D mean density image based on this prin-16

ciple. A 3D image could also be obtained from the combination17

of multi-directional images. A more detailed description of the18

absorption muon imaging approach can be found in Refs. [6]19

and [7].20

Alternatively, muon imaging can be based on the study of the21

muon direction changes when they traverse the object (driven22

by the Coulomb multiple scattering). This deviation angle is23

described by the Moliere theory [8] and it mainly depends on24

the opacity of the traversed object. Thus, registering the up-25

stream and downstream muon trajectories, the deviation angle26

can be measured. Assuming that the direction change has been27

produced by a main diffusion process, the muon deviation point28

can be reconstructed as the intersection of both muon trajec-29

tories inside the volume. Thus, this deviation point and its30

corresponding deviation angle, which is related with the mate-31

rial density, can be associated. Doing this for all reconstructed32

events, a 3D density map can be obtained. Further information33

of this method can be found in Refs. [9] and [10]. Based on34

these techniques, muon imaging provides a non-invasive scan-35

ning method utilisable for big objects (from few metres to hun-36

dreds of metres depending on the used technique). While the37

deviation method is more sensitive, the range of application is38
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limited to relatively small objects with limited opacity, since39

it requires the installation of muon detectors at both sides of40

the scanned structure. Transmission approach requires longer41

measurement times but is more suitable for the scanning of big42

objects.43

Last years have witnessed a significant increase in the num-44

ber of applications and studies based on muography. They go45

from such a diverse subjects as vulcanology [11, 12] or ar-46

chaeology [13] to homeland security, engineering [14] or nu-47

clear safety applications. This can be possible thanks to the48

improvement of the detectors used for the muons track re-49

construction, increasing their angular resolution, keeeping the50

required robustness, auntonomy and portability. Among the51

different detectors used for muography, the Commissariat à52

l’Énergie Atomique et aux Énergies Alternatives (CEA) group53

conceived a muon telescope based on the operation of Micro-54

mesh gaseous structure (micromegas) detectors. This has al-55

lowed our group to perform different muography measurements56

and keep working in several projects at present.57

In this work, a brief description of the Micromegas-based58

muon telescope is given in section 2. Some of the activities59

are summarized in section 3, while the description and first re-60

sults of the simulation framework performed devoted to these61

projects are presented in section 4. Finally, section 5 gathers62

main conclusions and future prospects of the projects.63

2. A micromegas-based muon telescope64

Considering the muon tomography principles and the char-65

acteristics of the required measurements, muon telescopes used66

for this application should fulfil some features. Most impor-67

tant is to have excellent spatial and angular resolution, which68

will allow the precise reconstruction of the incident muons di-69

rection. Furthermore, these instruments are expected to oper-70

ate over several months and next to the studied object, often71

located outdoors and exposed to varying environmental condi-72

tions. This requires a telescope based on a performing and ro-73

bust technology and preferably portable, autonomous, protected74

from the environment and with a stable operation. The CEA75

group chose micromegas detectors [15] as basis of its muon76

telescope.77

The operation principle is the following. Micromegas read-78

outs are placed in parallel. When a muon reaches the telescope79

the induced signals in the detectors are used to determine the80

muon interaction point in each of them, consequently the in-81

coming muon trajectory can be reconstructed. Most important82

part of the instrument are micromegas detectors themselves.83

Largely used in particle physics, these gaseous detectors pro-84

vide a stable and robust readout with excellent performance. In85

this case 50 × 50 cm2 bulk-micromegas detectors [16], oper-86

ating in an Argon-iC4H10-CF4 (95-2-3) gas mixture, are used.87

With 1037 readout strips (with 482 micrometres pitch) both in88

X and Y coordinates, they have two peculiarities: first, the pres-89

ence of a screen-printing resistive layer on top of the readout90

strips [17] allowing a more stable operation, avoiding sparks,91

and providing a more diffused charge distribution for a better92

position reconstruction. The second is the multiplexing of the93

Figure 1: Photograph of one of the micromegas-based muon telescopes in use
for muon tomography measurements. Details about their features and operation
can be found in Refs. [19] and [20].

readout strips [18] reducing the readout channels from 1037 to94

61, which simplifies the signal acquisition process. Rest of95

the telescope components have been optimized to improve its96

portability and autonomy. Light materials as aluminium have97

been used for the detector structure while the DAQ compo-98

nents, as high-voltage and readout modules, have been designed99

with a reduced size and low power consumption. The whole in-100

strument is controlled by a Hummingboard nano-PC running101

GNU/Linux which also performs the online reconstruction of102

the muon trajectories and the data transfer via a 3G connection.103

Figure 1 shows one of the micromegas-based muon telescopes104

operated for muon tomography. A more detailed description of105

this kind of telescope and its operation can be found in Refs.106

[19] and [20]. With these features the overall consumption of107

the instrument is around 35 W, which can be supplied by batter-108

ies or other autonomous method. The achieved position reso-109

lution is of the order of 400 micrometres, leading to an angular110

resolution between 0.8 and 4 mrad, depending on the distance111

between the telescope planes. Different tests and measurements112

carried out with these devices have demonstrated their auton-113

omy and stable operation [19].114

3. Applications115

Several muography measurements have been already per-116

formed using micromegas-based muon telescopes, using both117

the transmission and the deviation methods, covering several118

applications. One of them is the scanning of the Khufu pyramid119

in Egypt inside the Scanpyramids project [21]. Three differ-120

ent detection techniques have been used by placing muon tele-121

scopes inside and outside the pyramid to scan it looking for in-122

ternal structures as halls or corridors. Micromegas instruments123

are one of the used detectors, being installed at different loca-124

tions outside the pyramid, to complement the data taking by the125

other detectors placed at the interior. Combined results of all126

three detectors point to the existence of an unexplored big void127

inside the pyramid [20]. Further measurements, optimizing the128

detectors position with respect to this void, are expected to be129

done trying to better determine its position and size.130
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The second project which is worth mentioning is related to131

the scanning of nuclear reactors. In an internal collaboration132

within CEA groups. Muon tomography measurements will be133

used for the scanning of the G2 and G3 reactors located at the134

CEA site of Marcoule (south of France) since the 60s. This in-135

spection has two main objectives. Firstly to cross-check the va-136

lidity of the existing plans. Secondly, to check the reactor inter-137

nal structure and its components, specially the concrete parts. If138

the measurements are sensitive enough, possible damages in the139

reactor components, as for example fissures inside the concrete,140

could be identified. Thus, the G2G3 project aims to provide141

information about the structure and status of the nuclear reac-142

tors allowing their safer dismantling. Furthermore, this project143

will represent a proof of concept on the utilisation of muon to-144

mography for the scanning and surveillance of nuclear reactors.145

The G2G3 project is currently at its first phase, devoted to the146

performance of feasibility studies by Monte Carlo simulations147

to explore the muography capabilities. In a further phase, and148

based on the conclusions extracted from the feasibility studies,149

corresponding on-site measurements will be carried-out. Thus,150

the first phase of the project put in evidence the necessity to151

have a reliable simulation framework.152

4. A muon tomography simulation framework153

As for any other particle physics experiments, Monte Carlo154

simulations represent a useful tool for muon tomography. They155

allow the performance of feasibility studies previous to the ex-156

perimental measurement, giving information about the best de-157

tector location or the required measurement time. After the data158

taking, they also can be used for the data analysis and results159

interpretation, providing a better understanding of the detector160

behaviour. All this will improve the measurement sensitivity.161

To achieve that, the simulation framework requires the precise162

implementation of the detailed geometry of the studied object163

as well as of the muon parametrization at the measurement loca-164

tion. Furthermore, the accurate definition of the main features165

and performance of the used detector will grant a more efficient166

comparison between simulations and experimental data. With167

this aim, a modular simulation framework has been conceived168

trying to optimize the computation time as well as its versatil-169

ity. Thus, the full simulation process is divided into three main170

steps.171

The first one is devoted to the simulation of muons through172

the studied object. It is based on the Geant4 simulation173

framework [22]. It requires as input information the muon174

parametrization to be used as event generator, the implemen-175

tation of a detailed model of the studied object and the posi-176

tion where the detector will be placed. In this phase the detec-177

tor is defined as a generic sphere, so detector features are not178

taken into account. Most challenging part of this module is the179

handling of the studied object geometry. Precise descriptions180

are usually available in 3D CAD models. In order to imple-181

ment them in Geant4, it is necessary a previous conversion into182

GDML format.183

Output of the first module (muons reaching the generic184

sphere defined as detector) are directly used as input of the sec-185

ond module, which generates the muon events at the muon tele-186

scope. Based on Geant4 as well, in this step detector main fea-187

tures are required as information, specially regarding the over-188

all geometry and active volumes. Other detector details as the189

supporting structure or cables are not necessary to implement190

since they do not affect sensibly the muon path. The outcome191

of this module is a set of energy deposits for each of the events192

reaching the active volumes of the detector.193

Last module of the framework generates the corresponding194

signal from the events registered in the previous step. This pro-195

cess is carried out using C++ routines. Thus, this final output196

can be directly compared with the experimental data. In this197

case all the features which have influence in the signal gener-198

ation must be implemented. In the case of micromegas tele-199

scopes, it comprises the type and main properties of the used200

gas in the drift region, which will determine different param-201

eters as the diffusion coefficients. Furthermore, intrinsic mi-202

cromegas properties as the resistivity or the readout path are203

also required.204

This modular framework optimizes the whole simulation205

process, allowing the parallelization of the computation. Simu-206

lation of muons through matter usually takes a lot of time, so it207

is better to optimize this step. In this case, an unique simulation208

performed with the first module can be used to test different de-209

tector configurations in the further steps, which are faster. Thus210

the overall computation time is reduced. It is also worth men-211

tioning that, even if the framework has been conceived thinking212

on micromegas-based telescopes, the second and third modules213

allow the definition of any kind of detector, so this is a versatile214

tool where different types of instruments can be directly com-215

pared using the same simulation input. A preliminary example216

of the performance of simulations is presented in Figure 2.217

Following the muon parametrization at Earth’s surface pro-218

posed in [23], 5×106 muons have been generated. A simpli-219

fied model of the nuclear reactor studied in the G2G3 project220

has been implemented to perform the simulation. It includes221

the concrete body, the iron pre-stressing cables and the graphite222

core. For these first simulations 264 hours of computing time223

were required, although the processes were parallelized in 100224

simultaneous simulations, obtaining the simulation output in225

∼3 hours. Figure 2 summarizes the result of the offline anal-226

ysis done for the simulations. Angular distribution of muons227

reaching the detector placed at one of the sides of the reactor is228

shown. When the final angular distribution is normalized by the229

initial muon parametrization the external shape of the reactor,230

as well as the graphite core or the cables heads, are identifiable.231

5. Prospects and conclusions232

Muon tomography reveals as a performing non-invasive tech-233

nique for the scanning of the internal structure of big objects.234

Mainly related with the improvement of the muon detectors ca-235

pabilities, specially in terms of angular resolution, robustness236

and autonomy, the applications of this technique have increased237

in the last years. Based on the operation of an instrument built238

with micromegas detectors, the CEA group has performed dif-239

ferent muography measurements and is currently involved in240
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Figure 2: Results from simulations of muons through the nuclear reactor studied in the G2G3 project. Top Left: Simulated geometry of the reactor (see text for
details) with the defined detector (blue sphere besides the reactor). Top Right: Zenith - azimuth (θ - ϕ) angular distribution of the simulated muons corresponding
to the muon parametrization at Earth’s surface proposed in [23]. Bottom Left: θ - ϕ angular distribution of muons reaching the detector after crossing the reactor.
Bottom Right: θ - ϕ angular distribution of muons reaching the detector normalized by the initial angular distribution of simulated muons. Contour of the reactor as
well as some components are identifiable.

other projects going from archaeology to nuclear safety appli-241

cations. In parallel to the experimental measurements, a sim-242

ulation framework is also being developed, representing a use-243

ful tool to perform feasibility studies as well as to complement244

the data analysis and interpretation. For the near future, be-245

sides continuing taking data for the ongoing projects, two main246

work-lines are planned. Regarding the detectors, the develop-247

ment of new resistive micromegas is planned, trying to improve248

their performance as well as the manufacturing process. Con-249

sidering the whole instrument, the construction of a telescope250

with 1 m2 active surface (i.e. four times bigger than current251

telescopes), making each telescope plane combining four 50 ×252

50 cm2 bulk-micromegas detectors, is also expected. Regarding253

simulations, efforts will be focused on the fully implementation254

of the simulation framework, paying special attention to the last255

step, devoted to the detector response. With these tools it will256

be possible to keep working in the current projects. Further-257

more, the exploration of new applications, related for example258

with civil engineering, mining or boreholes, is also planned.259
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